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AIR FLUX DUSTY AF-950WM DUST EXTRACTOR - 230 V 1 HP

€326,44 (excl. VAT)

The Dusty AF-950WM wall-mounted dust collector is perfect for small shops that have limited floor space.
The canister filter with residual bag filters all dust down to a size of 1 micron, so you maintain a clean
workplace and optimal air quality. The 255 mm spiral rotor provides a large extraction to the canister
filter (up to six times the surface area of a filter bag) to extract wood chips and dust from table saws,

band saws, planers or sanders - 1350 m³/h with a 100 mm outlet. With the optional dual 100 mm outlet
fitting with cover, you can connect the collector to 1 or 2 machines.

The AF-950WM has a silent 1 HP induction motor with alu fan cooling.

SKU: AF-0950WM
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GALERIJAFBEELDINGEN

The Dusty AF-950WM wall-mounted dust collector is perfect for small shops that have limited floor space.
Mounting this powerful dust collector on a wall near your most used machines is ideal: that way, it is always

connected and you can operate it at all times while you work. The canister filter with residual bag filters all dust
down to a size of 1 micron, so you maintain a clean workplace and optimal air quality. The 255 mm spiral rotor
provides a large extraction to the canister filter (up to six times the surface area of a filter bag) to extract wood

chips and dust from table saws, band saws, planers or sanders - 1350 m³/h with a 100 mm outlet. With the
optional dual 100 mm outlet fitting with cover, you can connect the collector to 1 or 2 machines.

The AF-950WM has a silent 1 HP induction motor with alu fan cooling.
The polyester spunbond canister filter has an internal valve for cleaning the air filtering fabric. Just turn the
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units side handle to activate the cleaner! All the wood collection debris falls into the bottom clear plastic bag,
which is easy to dispose.

The dust collector includes a wall mounting bracket, a pleated canister filter with cleaning handle, a disposable
plastic dust bag, a strap clamp, a 100 mm outlet cap, an on/off safety switch and an instruction manual.

PRODUCT INFORMATION

Silent 1 HP induction motor
255 mm spiral impeller

Easy to mount against the wall with the included bracket
1 micron canister filter

Residual bag easy to replace
Solid construction

DESCRIPTION

The Dusty AF-950WM wall-mounted dust collector is perfect for small shops that have limited floor space.
Mounting this powerful dust collector on a wall near your most used machines is ideal: that way, it is always

connected and you can operate it at all times while you work. The canister filter with residual bag filters all dust
down to a size of 1 micron, so you maintain a clean workplace and optimal air quality. The 255 mm spiral rotor
provides a large extraction to the canister filter (up to six times the surface area of a filter bag) to extract wood

chips and dust from table saws, band saws, planers or sanders - 1350 m³/h with a 100 mm outlet. With the
optional dual 100 mm outlet fitting with cover, you can connect the collector to 1 or 2 machines.

The AF-950WM has a silent 1 HP induction motor with alu fan cooling.
The polyester spunbond canister filter has an internal valve for cleaning the air filtering fabric. Just turn the

units side handle to activate the cleaner! All the wood collection debris falls into the bottom clear plastic bag,
which is easy to dispose.

The dust collector includes a wall mounting bracket, a pleated canister filter with cleaning handle, a disposable
plastic dust bag, a strap clamp, a 100 mm outlet cap, an on/off safety switch and an instruction manual.

No video available for this product!

DOWNLOADS

No download availble.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

Weight 28 kg

Dimensions 117 × 60 × 54 cm

Motor 1 PK

Voltage 230 V

Exhaust 100mm

Air Speed 1350 m³/h

Ventilator 255 mm

Noise level 85dB


